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BHAVAN'S VIVEKANANDA COLLEGE

OF SCIENCE, HUMANITIES AND COMMERCE

Accredited with 'A' Grade bY NAAC
Autonomous College - Affiliated to Osmania University

Department of Languages
PROGRAM NAME: U.G CBCS (w.e.f 2019-20)

COURSE NAME: HINDI (S.L)

COURSE OBJECTM.' To sensitize students to Indian traditional values imparted by
the prose and non-detailed text and equip them with syntax structure and usage of the
grammar to enable them to understand better.

UNIT-WISE COURSE OBJECTIVES:

CObl To impart the ethical sense to appreciate the personalify traits and human values

which denounce caste system demonstrated by the texts and to enable the students to frame
correct contextual sentences using relevant vocabulary
cob2:
To enable the students to judge a market and to justify the optimum use of financial
strength along with portrayal of hardships in life contributing to the grolvth of a matured
individual and also to make the students use case grammar recognizing the action rvords

cob3:
To show the students how to retain the emotional balance even in difficult situations in life
and to make them appreciate the rational thinking as opposed to superstitious beliefs

through the given texts and also to enable them to communicate using relevant
grammatical elements.
cob4:
To make the students appreciate the values of Indian Culture so that the respect for elders

is retained in the social structure for maintaining healthy society and to enable the students

to translate technicnl texts

PAPER CODE: HN103
YEAWSEMESTER: I/I
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REFERENCES: ' Manasarovar' by Prem Chand , ' Ateet ke chalchitra' by Mahadevi
Varma,

SUGGESTED READINGS: Hindi nervspaper, Hindi novels and Hindi mgazines

COURSE OUTCOMES:

At the end ofthe course students will be able to:

HN103 COl Appraise the personality traits and human yalues which denounce caste
system demonstrated by the texts and use relevant vocabulary for framing contextual
sentences

HN103 CO2 Develop the personality traits for the optimum use of financial strength from
the prescribed texts portraying hardships in lifc and discussing consumers' psychology and
Use case grammar recognizing action rvords

HN103 C03 Perceive the human values to attain emotional balance even in difficult
situations and Develop rational and logical thinking as a opposed to superstitious beliefs
along with grammatical competence

social structure contributing to a healthy society and translate technical texts using
contextual vocabulary
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HN103 CO4 Appraise Indian cultural values so that the respcct for elders is retained in the
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Bhavan's Vivekananda College of Science, Humanities & Commerce

Sainikpuri, Secunderabad - 500094
Accredited with'A'grade bY NAAC

Autonomous College - Affiliated to Osmania University

PROGRAM NAME: U.G. SEMESTER -II (w.e.f 2019-20)
COURSE NAME: HINDI (S.L)

PAPER CODE: HN203
YEAR/SEMESTER: VII

PPW:4
NO. OF CREDITS:4

COURSE OBJECTIVET To make students aware of the privilege, social conditions and

art of letter writing.

UNI'T.WNE COURSE OBJECTIVES:

Cobl: To inculcate the affective bonding and appreciate the social
responsibilities towards the people in the family.

COb2: To enable the students to appreciate the family relationships so as to
strengthen the social structure

COb3: To meet the students appreciate the strong motivational elements and

effective inspiring contents in the Life of Swami Vivekananda and to enable
them to write official letters

COb4: To make the students aware of the self confidence, will power, ambition
to achieve success through the given texts and also to sensitize them about
environmental awareness and even to enable them to write unofficial letters
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REFERENCES: "Pachpan khambe lal deewarein" by Usha Priyamvada

SUGGESTED READINGS: Hindi newspaper, Hindi novels and Hindi magazines

COURSE OUTCOMES:

At the end of the course students will be able to:

HN203 CO2:
Appraise the moral, ethical and traditional values to appreciate family
relationships and enhance personality development

HN203 CO4:
Generate the personality traits of self-confidence, will power, ambition to
achieve success and also generate environmental consciousness and
formulate unofficial letters.
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HN203 CO1:
Execute lndian traditional values to appreciate affective bonding to strengthen
the social structure

HN203 CO3:
Develop the ethical values impafted by the motivational and inspirational
elements from the life of Swami Vivekananda and to enable them to write the
official letters


